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Summary : The first cycle in the Darwinism of the European textile sector was dominated by traders‘ 

knowledge about the sources of the product-materials and opportunities for processing. In a second 

phase covering the start of industrial mass-production and professional mass-distribution outlets for 

textiles were established with benchmarks at high frequency spots in down-towns of acclomerations 

like Berlin, Cologne, London or Paris. Department stores became the anchor of cities and for life-style 

driven citizens. In the third phasis the outlet-dominance is attacked by IT-driven businesses by the 

development of tools like the European Article Numbering-system , chips and QR-codes, clouds for 

big data and data-mining, Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality. For the textile traders it is an 

improvement of the efficiency by the ability to control the total supply chain electronically ; for the 

consumer the potential interconnectivity with the internet and smartphones is an empowerment of 

demand because the choices for alternative points of sales are permanently increasing and mobile 

shopping decreases the dependance on locations of brick-and stone. In the fourth long-term trade 

cycle starting in the 20ies of this century shopping in an affluent society is mixing with entertain-

ment : in future also inclusive gaming in a virtual world with avatares being sponsored by the 

branded goods industry of textiles or by outlet-chains. The final outfit of customers might be co-

determind by long-distance  partners in those games or it might be a decision tool for the planning of 

a meeting of a group of shoppers in a specific outlet at a certain date. The real world and the virtual 

world mix in a Metaversum. 

 

Origions of Textile Trade 

Tracing family businesses in the textile sector one impressive example from the Middle Ages is the 

Fugger Clan from the city of Augsburg/Germany. The family was named by the Latin word „fucare“ 

standing for the technical process to create from neutral cotton the basis for coulered clothes. The 

Fugger brothers Hans and Ulin started in 1367 and 1377 their businesses in Augsburg : importing 

cotton from Egypt via Venice/today Italy, transporting the cotton over the Alpes-mountain-range and 

coulering the stuff in cooperation with small local manufacturers .The next Fugger generation 

expanded the internationalization to cover also the East of Europe and the Baltic Sea. Additionally 

they started to diversify into the metal business (mining gold/silver) in Austria and Hungary – finally 

also banking mainly for the Pope but also for Cesar Maximilian and Cesar Karl V. 

In 1517 like Cesar Maximilian also Jakob II Fugger ordered a portrait painted by Albrecht Dürer – 

while Ulrich II Fugger asked Hans Holbein the Older to draw him. The paintings and the outfit of the 

aristocrates and the traders are documents for the desire of emancipation between the upper 

classes – also seen in detailled regulations for dress-codes by the Augsburg Administration in 1537, 

1551 and 1581.  

„Dressing for Image“ could be called also a portrait of the trader Niclas de Respaigne from 

Amsterdam who had moved his business from Venice to the textile center of the Middle East of that 

time Aleppo (Turkey/Syria). Peter Paul Rubens painted him in 1619 when  de Respaigne was getting 

to marry. He was painted dressed in the Oriental (Ottoman-/Turkish) Style standing on an Anatolian 

carpet. Cloth styles and accessoires grew in importance.Start of Mass-Distribution 



A new epoche started with the discovery of America and the import of cotton from there. In 

response to increased demand on the one hand side and new sources for import on the other side : 

the painting of Rembrandt van Reijn in 1662 is titled „Quality Control“ and showes the Guilde of the 

Amsterdam Textile Traders checking the quality of their imports. 

This trend of mass-distribution of textiles is also taken as a topic by the French impressionist Edgar 

Degas who visited parts of his family who lived in New Orleans/USA earning their livings in the textile 

business. His painting  „Office of a cotton-trader in New Orleans“  in 1873 has to be connected with 

his letters reporting about his stay in the USA comparing it with Paris in France : „ All day we speak 

about cotton and credits; the ships from Europe to fetch the cotton-exports are coming in a 

frequency like the buses at the Paris-station“ ! The global supply chain and the importance of capital 

for increased markets became of big importance for the textile business. 

That century had another impact on the textile industry also in macro-economics in general : it was 

the start of exhibitions about the beginning epoch of industrialization. In 1811 for example the city of 

Düsseldorf/Germany prepared an exhibition for the French Cesar Napoleon I. to demonstrate the 

potential of the occupied Rhineland-area. It was several times repeated and was one of the origions 

to organize later EXPOs for the „jet-set“ society of that time which travelled by the new cross-border 

railway-systems to explore the life-style of other countries. In Paris Gustave Eiffel designed for the 

Paris Expo the famous tower which was planned to stay only for the period of the exhibition – but 

actually became the landmark of the city of Paris till today. Other places like Milano in Italy are also 

still „bundler“ of all local/national producers of the textile sector to exhibit the latest fashion of Italy. 

In Germany after World War II Düsseldorf took over this function from the divided capital Berlin – 

but lost its unique sales position in West Germany after the reunification of Germany in 1990 again 

when Berlin started tob e again the number 1 trend-setter of life-style.. The business-competence of 

textile traders was for more than a century linked to those hot-spots where designers, producers, 

models, high-level distributors and the high society was meeting like in circus-events watched by the 

public. 

Important to mention that it was also Gustave Eifel who designed the fashion-show-room Au Bon 

Marche : a department-store with a sales-area of 25.000 squaremeters – desribed by the French 

writer Emile Zola in his famous „Paradise for Ladies“ – which was showing the social impact also for 

the small businesses which started to be eliminated by the big players. Paris was competing in the 

ranking of consumers of the upper classes with London, Cologne, Berlin and Moscow, In 1902 Tietz in 

Cologne (today Kaufhof) was quoted to state that his sales-people were able to serve customers in 8 

languages. Interestingly in Germany all the big department-stores started with textiles and only later 

diversified by an enlargement of the assortment.  

Others like C&A, P&C (with their traditon to trade textiles in the triangle Belgium, Netherlands and 

Germany) or many local players remained in the textile sector for partly for more than two centuries 

: others like H&M or Zara joined in an international expansion drive but being focused on special 

target groups. Lately in Germany for cheap offers special textile discounters like Takko or Kik  

followed in down-town locations which became as outlets too small for food-stores like modern 

supermarkets or which are placed especially in low-income areas. Last but not least food-discounters 

like ALDI or Lidl as well as coffee-shops like Tchibo use textiles for weekly offers to get a higher 

frequency to their shops or to cash-in with additional assortments from those customers which can 

be reached by on-the-spot offers. As a result of those promotions the food-discounter ALDI is within 

the Top 10 textile retailers in Germany and the coffee-shop Tchibo has pushed the special offers to 

over 50 percent of its total turnover. 



This evolution of the mix of target-groups enlarged also the potential tools of marketing : the store-

format, its target- group’s  financial situation, its range of assortment , the presentation-style became 

equally important like the product itself. One example of the latest trend to catch the eye and the 

heart of upper- level consumers is the new store of the top-designer Christian Dior in Paris who in 

2022 upgraded his store by adding to the sales-floor also three gardens, one restaurant, one cafe and 

one patisserie. Another example is in Berlin P&C opening its first Mega Eco Store responding by this 

with a Corporate Social Responsibility strategy to the trend of many people in Germany to go 

shopping in stores which are constructed according to environmental aspects, presenting products 

which fit ecological standards and which are produced under fair conditions and transported with a 

low footprint. The business became more complex – more and other abilities were needed beside 

the product-knowledge .  

This increasing spectrum for retailers has also an impact on exhibitions . To create emotions for 

better sales is the basis of the success of the world-leading triannual  shopfitting exhibition 

„EuroShop“ in Düsseldorf which was started in 1966 by the same fair-management which was 

responsible for the fashion shows of IGEDO. EuroShop again reacted in 1997 to follow the latest 

consumer trends  by segmenting its IT-shows under the name of EuroCIS and to exhibit annually for 

this target-group of IT-managers in retail/wholesale also to follow the speed of innovation in this 

segment.  

 

From Big Boxes to Big Data 

Especially since the middle of the 70ies the growth of the big players was supported by innovations in 

the IT-Sector. Only by the electronic control of the articles in the shelf of the outlets or the delivery 

systems the efficiency of big groups of outlets could/can be checked. Due to the multiplication of 

outlets per chain the single outlets could be no longer visited permanently by the owner of the 

businesses or by Board-members but had to be delegated and tob e controlled by new technology. 

As an example for the innovation of the key-elements of the retail  technology is the EAN-barcode 

which was introduced in 1975. It contains the country of origion, the manufacturer and the product. 

By this the inventory within the depots and the stores could be quickly followed up. Actually the 

POINT of MANAGEMENT DECISION (PMD) could be turned from the head of a manager in the 

headquarter of a company towards the POINT of DATA COLLECTION (PDC). Benetton for example 

changed the production of its cloths no longer in connection to spring/summer/autumn/winter trade 

fairs/collections but permanently due to the incoming data from the cash-zones of its outlets. 

At about the year 2000 the printed barcode was replaced step by step by the chip technology which 

was able to integrate more data then the printed version and enabled interconnectivity with other 

systems without manual intervention. Machines started to take over from human beings : AI 

(Automated Intelligence) became the key-word. The UK retailer Morrisons is quoted at EuroCIS 2022 

to cover already more than 90 percent of its product movements by AI of their IT provider Blue 

Yonder. The French department store Bonprix claimed at the same event to have survived well the 

decreased sales caused by the Covid Crisis due to AI software which had speeded up the data mining. 

Other advantages of the chip-technology and its connectivity with data clouds is the Internet of 

Things (IoT) : the capacity allows to demonstrate details for the application of the bought products 

and to attach marketing communication. Last but not least the QR-code (Quick Response) allows the 

consumer to read advertising in different media and to order by a photo of the code the product 

immediately. 



The role of a wholesaler for the physical flow of products could change to be B2B -  or even B2C-

platform providers in the virtual world and deliveries will comeincreasingly by a delivery-partner with 

sub-partners. The definition „institutional wholesaler/retailer“ will show less members than the 

„functional wholesaler/retailer“. There will be a great boom in segmentation, diversification and 

partnering. 

The importance of data could be seen already after World War I when department houses were 

destroyed and the lack of capital did not allow new brick-and-stone outlets . In Nürnberg/Germany  

the Schickedanz family started a mail-order system based on the send-out of catalogues and data of 

customers ; his company Quelle (the German word for „Source“) became a benchmark for success 

and was copied by others like OTTO after World War II.  

Modern IT /digitalization became the competitor for the printed catalogues and the brick-and-stone 

outlets. Parallel to EuroShop 2008 in Germany the fashion online supplier Zalando was founded. In 

2022 it has 35 million customers within 17 countries in Europe. Per minute 7500 online-orders are 

registered. This success of course is stimulating not only newcomers but also traditional business to 

react with omni-channel strategies – selling instore as well as online trying to push each channel by 

the visibility or the comfort of the other.  

But even industry is involved in the search for direct contacts with the consumer. In summer 2022 for 

example Beiersdorf is promoting its range of sun-creams and beautiy-articles by in-store activities 

with trade partners in Germany. Consumers are offered a free-of-charge bathing towel if they send in 

a cash-slip of having bought Beiersdorf products in the value of 20.- Euro (plus) tot he address oft he 

company. Of course also the address of the shopper has to be sent for the mailing of the towel-

parcel. 

The latest trend comes via Virtual Reality (VR) and will be encluded in a Metaversum. Within 

interactive games avatars will have the image of the player/players . The play-background can be the 

image of outlets combined with images of products. Within the game the player and co-players can 

dress alternatively the avatar and those being in the players‘ team can decide together the final 

outfit or meet based on those discussions in a real store of that fashion supplier. Those games could 

be developed and promoted by producers or retailers or in cooperation between those two groups. 

It might be also seen as a potential new income for those who keep the owner-rights of those 

income. In the end of this thought it might happen that the products‘ profit might be Zero – and the 

economic gain is the profit by advertising within the games as a kind of „listing price for the product“ 

or selling the data of the trends as a service of market research. 

 

Conclusion 

The traditional textile trader as a specialist making decisions alone by creating ideas just in his head 

will no longer be able to execute all processing in mass-distribution. He will remain as a potential 

pioneer in niche-markets. Big business needs a broad knowledge of different abilities no longer 

capeable by single persons or people with experience in one sector only. 

Looking beyond the sector of textile-business  one can see that companies like AMAZON or ALIBABA 

but also data-collectors like Google / Microsoft or DHL delivery start to act as partners within Retail 

Knowledge Consortia. The future success will depend on the way leaders of companies will be able to 

bridge different company cultures for united ambitions.  

And finally it has to be realized that the traditional split of profit along the Total Supply Chain will 

switch from production and trade towards companies with data-competences /digital marketing 



experiences – even like game-developers. In macro-economic terms this will create big problems for 

developing countries if they do not have the skills or digital connections to participate with a fair 

share in the value-chain but if they remain just in the competition of offering the cheapest labour 

internationally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


